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INTERNAL STRESSES IN REINFORCED PLASTICS CAUSED BY 
SHRINKAGE OF RESIN AND THERMAL DEFORMATION 

ZDENIlK P. BAZANT*) 

Viscoelastic analysis of internal stresses caused by shrinkage of 
resin at polymerization on the basis of a time-variant Boltzmann's 
standard model for the creep of resin. Reasons for small value of in
ternal stresses due to shrinkage. Consequences for the rate of increase 
of mechanical parameters during polymerization in comparison with 
the rate of shrinkage. Behaviour of glass fibres at shrinkage. Internal 
stresses produced by thermal deformations and an estimation of their 
values. 

Although the problem of internal stresses in reinforced plastics by shrinkagt. 
of resin at polymerization has been dealt with by various authors, there is up to 
this time still no uniform opinion on their actual values and their influence on 
strength and life time. In view of a relatively great shrinkage of unreinforced 
pure resin - e. g. linear shrinkage about - 1,6 % for polyester (volume shrin
kage about - 6 %) - and of a much smaller value of linear shrinkage of re
inforced plastics - e. g. about - 0,05 % for fibreglass polyester laminate re
inforced by fabric (representing 50 % of weight), some authors have stated the 
internal stress in a resin to be of considerably great values, more than about 
100 kp/cm2 • This supposition has been supported by the experiments of 
Me GARRY [I], [2] who measured directly the stresses in glass balls situated 
in a resin during polymerization. If these results were true, however, and not 
influenced by some secondary effects, the internal stresses due to shrinkage 
would substantially affect the strength and life time and would have to be con-
sidered in the analysis. _ 

In the present paper, an analysis is submitted which shows that the internal 
stresses caused by shrinkage in reinforced plastics must be rather small, whereas 
the thermal stresses can reach greater values. There will be made a theoretical 
analysis of fibreglass plastics, in which there will be necessary to take the creep 
of resin into account at which all mechanical parameters of resin must be con
sidered as time variable. So far the problem has been solved only for a time 
variable module of elasticity -[4], while an analysis respecting the creep of resin 
has not yet been done. Simultaneously some interesting results for mechanical 
properties of resin and for the behaviour of glass fibres during the polymeriza
tion will be obtained. In addition to this, a viscoelastic analysis of internal 
stresses caused by thermal deformations will 1?~ made.· 

*) ZDENIlK P. BAZANT, Ing., CSc., Building Research Institute of the Technical University 
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t. Discussion of some experiments with resin concretes 

Certain simple experiments with resin cono-etes have been performed by 
SXUPlN [3] at the Building Itesearch Institute in Prague which indicate the 
internal stresses caused by shrinkage to be very small - about 1 kp/cm2 at 
maximum. In these experiments there has been measured and mutually com
pared the linear shrinkage of two polyester resin concretes in which the filler has 
been realized once by small glass balls, the second time by small cubes of foamed 
PVC with a dynamic elasticity module of about 50 kp/cm2, the ratio of volume 
of resin to that of filler being in both ca!\es I : 3. The total linear shrinkage ob
served for concrete with f"amed PVC filler was about - 0,20 %, for concrete 
with glass balls about - 0,05 %. What is the most considerable is that the differ
ence between these two values is very small even if the elasticity module of 
foamed PVC at small deformation is about 50 kp/cm2 and is then negligible with 
respect to the module of glass balls, the foamed PVC filler being thus practically 
equivalent with air bubbles: We may state that the stress in the resin at concrete 
wtth foamed PVC filler IS much smaller than the value 3. 0,20 % . 50 == 
= 0,3 kp/cm2, the reduction by creep of resin being disregarded. The shrinkage 
observed, from the instant at -polymerization when the state of resin changes 
from a plastic to a rigid one, was -0,3 . 10-5 or -1,9 . 10-5, respectively. Hence, 
we estimate the difference of internal stress in resin between these two cases to 
be,at maximum, (1,9 - 0,3) 10-5 .33000 = 0,53 kp/cm2 where 33000 kp/cm2 

is the elasticity module of a hardened resin. The total stress in a resin of con
crete with glass filler is then obtained : 0,3 + 0,53 ~ 1 kp/cmB at maximum. 

2. Stress-strain relation for time-variant creep 

For the relation of normal stress a., and normal strain E., at creep of resin we 
will introduce the Boltzmann's (or standard) rheological model according to 
Fig. 1, in which the spring constants BpI' Bv, and the viscosity constant til'l in 

contradistinction to the usual theory of viscoelasticity, 
would be considered as time variable [5J during the 
polymerization process, i. e. dependent on the degree 
of polymerization. Denoting by O'v and EV the stress 
and strain in the dash pot, Fig, 1, and by t the time 
from the beginning of polymerization, the stress strain 

'I. relations for individual model elements are 

Fig. 1. Boltzmann's rheo
logical model for creep 

of resin. where the derivatives with respect to time are de-
. " noted by points. Eliminating O'v and fV from these 

e9uatJon~, there ~s obtamed, for the creep law of resin, the following linear 
differentIal equatIon of second order with time variable coefficients: ' 

6 

(2) e.,(t) + a(t)i.,(t) = i- [U.,(t) + b(t);".,(t)] 
PI 

.in which 

(3) 
E +. 

( ) 
V, "1, 

at = , 
"1, 

This creep law is linear and the principle of superposition applies. It will be con. 
venient to write it in an operator form: 

(4) "xCt) = £;la.,(t) 

in which B;1 is the differential operator for creep: 

dB d 
-1 1 dtB + b(t) dt 

(5) Bp = -----
BpI ~ + a(t)i. 

dt2 dt 

The ~eep curves for constant stresses applied in different times are represented 
on Flg. 2. . 

lx I 
\ 
\ 

>at 

Fig. 2. Creep curves of resin at constant stress applied 
in different times of polymerization. 

Fig. 3. Scheme for the analysis of shrinkage offect of 
resin. 

3. Viscoelastic analysis of stress caused by shrinkage in fibreglass 
plastics 

Now, let us consider a plate of fibreglass plastics reinforced, for the sake of 
simplicity, only in oae direction x by glass fibres, Fig. 3, which will be meanwhile 
considered as perfectly straight. The easiest way to derive the differential equa-
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tion of the problem is to use the analogy of time - variant creep with elasticity 
[5], which is based on the formal analogy of the creep law (4) with the Hooke's 
law. We will start, therefore, from the equations of problem for the case of elastic 
resin. . 

Let us denote by f~ or f the cross-section of glass fibres or that of resin 
corresponding to unity length of plate and bye.,. (t) the relative shrinkage in 
time t from the beginning of polymerization. The stress in gla~s fibres is a$ (e) = 
= Eg e",(e). Assuming that the plate of laminate possesses the possibility ~f free 
shortenirlg, the average stress a",p in the resin results from the equilibrium con
dition: 

(6) ax = -a~ fg p ~g fp • 

Assuming further that the plane cross-sections remain plane and that the fibres' 
are uniformly distributed in the section, the deformational condition requires 
equal strain in fibres and resin, i. e. for an elastic resin ex = e.,. + a$ /Ep • 
Hence, with respect to (6), we obtain P, 

(7) (I + Egfg') e$ -- = e.,. 
Epfp 

For a viscoelastic resin the corresponding equation is obtained, in replacl~ 
l/Ep by the operator (5), i. e. 

dB d 
E.fg deB + b(e) dt 

e$(t) + -- d er(t) = e,,.(e). 
E ~ dB 

p,)1 - + a(t)-
dtB dt 

(8) 

After modification we receive 

(9) 

where 

(10) 

I B$ (t) + get) i,.{t) = h(t) 

( ) 
_ a(e) + b(t)ln, 

g t - I + lIn, ' 
. This is the final differential equation of the problem. The initial condition for 
the strain' and the rate at the beginning of polymerization (e = 0) are e,t(O) = 0, 
i",(O) = 0, because Ep,(O) = Ey,(O) = "1,(0) = o. _ 

The eq. (8) may be easily solved by quadratures .. The equation is s:>lved' 
firstly as a first order equation for e~ with variable coefficients, e. g. by the method 
of variation of constants. Its solution is following: 

I I I 

(11) e,.{t) = f i,.{T)dT, E",(t)=e-P(I) (e,.{O) + f h(T)eP«)dT), F(t) = f g(T)dT. 
o 0 0 

The internal stress in glass fibres then has the value 

(12) azit) = E,e,.{t). 

The internal stress in resin is given by the eq. (6). 

8 

For' numerical analysis .it is necessary to assume certain mathematical 
expressions for the time course 'of Ep " Ey " "I,. At the beginning of polymeriza
tion the resin represents a liquidity with elasticity, delayed elasticity and viscosity 
which is many times smaller than a hardened resin, i. e. practically zero. With 
respect to the fact that for e - 00 Ep " Ey, and "I, must tend to the values for 
it hardened resin, we introduce 
(13) , BpI = Ep(1 - e-I , •• ), Ey, = Ey(1 - e-""), fJ, = fJ(1 - e-"") 

where To, TI, TI are the limit final constant values describing the creep of hardened 
polymerized resin, Fig. 4. Assuming the course of creep strain of hardened resin 
at constant unity stress applied in time T in the exponential form (27) later intro-

duced, there' holds fJ = TpEy, ~ = E I - ~ [6]. The time course of shrin-
. y Po. Ep 

kage at polymerization may be expressed in the form, Fig. 4, 

o~ ____________________ ~t 

Fig. 4. Coune of shrinkage and increase of mechanical parameters of resin during polymerization. 

-, 
(14) 

, ~ 

( ',11 
e,1I t) = e.lloo (I :- e ) . 

For the sake of simplicity let us meanwhile assume that To = TI = T. = T.II' 
i. e. that the model parameters are increasing proportionally with the shrinkage. 
For the constants Ey and fJ there is necessary to introduce the values 
corresponding to the retardation time Tp ~ T.II' 
Substituting a new independent variable 

(IS) 
E(t) = I - e " 

for e, we receive finally the solution (11) in the form 

(16) 

The integral in this expression may be transformed to a binomical integral which, 
for a rational number k, may be again transformed to an integral of a rational 
function. Practically most suitable, however, is the way of numerical integration, 
at which the only difficulty is the infinite value of integrand for E - 1. 

We have numerically computed the final value of shrinkage of a fibre glass 
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laminate according to (16), considering E" = 33000 kp/cml,E"oo=!E", 
5 

H, = 700 000 kp/cml , £,1100 = -1,6 %,/,,11, = 7 (polyester laminate with 25 % 
of weight of glass in x direction) while the value of T,II there is not necessary 
to know. There has been obtained £'''00 = -0,051 %. Then the final internal 
stress of g1ass fibres is a:t (00) = -O,OSI % . 700 000 = -360 kp/cml and of 

• , I 
resln rI:t (00) = 360/7 = 51 kp/cm " ' 

If :. laminate, reinforced in two perpendicular directions, would be con
sidered, the resulting value with respect to the Poisson's ration of resin would bt
still somewhat greater. 

The obtained value - O,OSI % of shrinkage is in agreement with the results 
of tests, the values of internal stresses, however, do not agree at all with our 
previous considerations, based on shrinkage values observed at resin concrete 
with rather compressive filler. • ' . 

Therefore, this agreement is more accidental than basic and the assumptions 
about the time course of E"" Ey " 1/" particularly the assumption To = TI = TI = 
= T ,II' must have been incorrect. To achieve an agreement it is necessary to make 
another assumption. 

4. Simplified analysis of shrinkage 

The foregoing solution ofthe eq. (8) is relatively involved. Let us try to make 
an approximate analysis based on the fact that the observed values of shrinkage 
of glass reinforced laminates are many times smaller than that of pure resin and 
substitute then £",(f) • O. Obviously, we obtain'thus somewhat greater internal 
stresses than the actual ones in a laminate and we determine simultaneously an 
upper limit of internal stress which can be caused by shrinkage in a resin with 
prevented shortening. ' 

For an elastic resin there would be valid a:t IE" = -£,,.. Replacing here 
lIE" with the creep operator E;l (Equ.(S», we rective the equation 

(17) a",,,(f) + b(t) U"''' (f) = -Ep,(t)[i~Il(f) + aCt) i'lI(f)]. 

Let us now assume, more generally, that only the constants To> TI and TI are 
equal, whereas Tp = T,Il is of another value, Fig. 4. According to (13), the eq. (17) 
then takes the form 

(18) E EpE,"oo [ - (1. + 2-) , (T'II ) -...!.....] ii", + -p- t1:t = - -- e -, -,II + T - 1 e -~ 
" ToE" "T'1I1 0, 

This is a linear differential equation with constants coefficients; The initial con
ditions are a:t (0) = 0 and rI:t (0) = 0 and the solution is as follows: 

" " 
(9) 

where 

10 

(20) 

From the condition a:t (0) = 0 it follows further a:t (00) = A + B + Cor, 
after modification, " " 

(21) 
E £,. 

() "00'00 rI:t 00 =-
" 1+~ 

T.II 

If we should assume To"':"" T,II as for the eqs. (IS) and (16), we should receive 

from (21) the internal stress a",,,(oo) = i 6 600. 1,6 % = S3 kp/cml • 

It is seen that the result of this approximate analysis eq (17) - 21) is 
practically the same as from the more exact equation (8), so that this approximate 
analysis is well acceptable. The corresponding internal stress in gl,ass fibres is 
then calculated from the equilibrium equation (6) and the shrinkage of laminate 
is 

(22) 
rI:t (f) I" rI:tp(f) 

£",(t) = -'- = - ---
E, I, E, 

5. Discussion of shrinkage effects 

From the assumption TO = T,,. we came to an incorrectly great value of in
ternal st):ess. Therefore, we will now invert our question and ask what must be 
the value of To and T,,. in order that,the value of internal stress would agree with 
an initially mentioned experiment. For this purpose we will use only the approxi
mate formula (21). In order that a", (00) would have the value of about 1 kp/cm2, 
it is necessary, as it follows from db, that there must hold 

(23) To • 30 T.Il' 

Thus an interesting result is received - the mechanical parameters of the 
resin, such as elasticity module, viscosity constant, etc. increase during the poly
merization process much more slowly or much more later than the increase of. 
shrinkage or, intuitively spoken, a substantial part of shrinkage of a resin is 
effected still in the initial period of polymerization when the resin is still rather 
"liquid", so that no large stresses can be produced, and that in the later period, 
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when the resin becomes rigid, the increase of shrinkage is already rather small, 
being effected sooner. 

If the final values of shrinkage corresponding to the internal stress axp( 00) = 

1 kp/cm2 is determined form the formula (21), there would be obtained for 
Eg = 700 000 kp/cm2 that £.11(00) = -0,001 %. The actually observed values 
are, however, about -0,05 % and, in order that this value would be obtained, 
the actual effective module Eg of reinforcement must possess the value about 
15 000 kp/cm2• ' 

This disagreement is, however, easily explainable if we are aware that, 
with respect to the foregoing result, the relatively more liquid that rigid resin in 
the primary period of great shrinkage is not sufficiently rigid to prevent the thin 
glass fibres to buckle transversely at increase of compressiv~ stress caused by 
shrinkage in them, Fig. 5. This phenomenon is also supported by the fact that 

Fig. 5. Waving and buckling of glass fibres during polymerization. 

the glass fibres in the reinforcing fabric are not straight, but have an initial wave 
form. Therefore the effective module H, of glass fabric during the polymerization 
shrinkage can have the obtained value 13, = 15000 kp/cm2 which is 50-times 
smaller than the module of straight fibres. Partially, this reduction of the effective 
module of glass reinf;)fcement is also caused by the influence of transverse fibres 
which have been disregarded in the previous analysis. 

On the other hand, the fact, that the effective module of the fibre glass 
fabric during polymerization must be of much smaller value than 700 000 kp/cm2, 

indicates, according to eq. (22), that the internal stress in resin must be of a value 
much smaller than 51 kp/cm2 in order t:>agree with the value - 0,05 % of 
shrinkage, even if the considerations resulting from primarily mentioned expe
riment have not been taken' into account. 

6. Thermal stresses 

In contradistinction to the effect of shrinkage, the thermal deformations of 
reinforced plastics with a hardened resin are of greater importance. The coeffi
cient of thermal deformation f;)r glass is a, = 6 . 10-6tC. For polyester resin 
there was f::mnd [4] (Xp = 50. lO-6tC at the temperature -20°C and ap = 
= 120 . 10-6("C at 40°C, between which a linear interpolation is possible. The 
module of polyester has a constant value of 33 000 kp/cm2 below 20°C and 
beyond it decreases linearly up to 80·C when it has the value of about 4000 kp/cm2 

[4]. 
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In order to calculate the internal stresses, let us first consider as before 
a laminate which is r~infor~ed only in ~ne direction x by p~rfectly ;traight and 
parallel fibres. Let this lammate at the mstant t = 0 be subjected to a stepwise 
sudden change LI T of temperature T, Fig. 6. Obviously there holds 

(24) 

Fig. 6. Scheme for the analysis of the effect of 
temperature change. 

where fi1J and %1J represent the average module of resin and the average coeffi
cient of the thermal deformation at the temperature change LI T. Since E1J and 

x1J vary linearly in LI T, the values Ep and xp apply for the temperature To + iLl T. 

The expres.sion (24) for ax, is valid at an arbitrary time t ~ 0, the expression for 
, axp(O) apphes only at the mstant t = 0, as the later values of a", (t) are affected 
by creep of resin. Substituting the relations (24) into the' equilifuium condition 
(6) there follows 

(25) £.,(0) = apEp/p + a,E,/; = ex 

LI T Ell/II + E,/, 

where ex r~presents th~ average short-time coefficient of .thermal deformation 
of the lammate for a glven sudden change of temperature /).T. By elimination 
of e.,(O) and O'",,{O) from (24) and (6) the initial value of internal stress a", (0) in 
a resin is obtained as follows: p 

(26) 
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where iip and xp represent the average module of resin and the average coeffi
cient of the thermal deformation at the temperature change LI T. Since Bp and 

xp vary linearly in LIT, the values Ep andxp apply for the temperature To + jLlT. 

The expression (24) for 0", is valid at an arbitrary time t ~ 0 the expression for 
(/ - , 

. o"'p(O) applies only at the instant t = 0, as the later values of 0", (t) are affected 
by creep of resin. Substituting the relations (24) into the' equilibrium condition 
(6) there follows 

(25) e",(O) = apEp/p + a"E,,/; = ii 
LI T Ep/p + Eg/ g 

where ex r~presents th~ average short-time coefficient of thermal deformation 
of the laminate for a glven sudden change of temperature ilT. By elimination 
of e",(O) and u",,,(O) from (24) and (6) the initial value of internal stress ° (O)lo 

. a resin is obtained as follows: "'p 

(26) 
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The creep law of a hardened resin may be interpreted by a Boltzmann's 
model, Fig. I, the parameters of which depend only on the temperature [6). 
Assuming a stepwise sudden change LI T of temperature there will therefore 
suffice to use the relations for a time invariant model, i. e. with time-invariable 
mechanical parameters. If the time course of creep strain of hardened resin at 
constant unity stress applied in time T is introduced by an exponential: 

(27) (E:
oo 

- ;J (I ~ e-'~) 
in which E"oo is the module of final deformation at constams tress and T" the re
tardation time, the parameters of model are" = T" Ev, IIEv = l/E"oo - lIE". 
The values of E", E"oo' T" depend on the temperature T. The differential equa
tion for creep at variable stress and strain according to the principle of supper
position then is 

(28) 

8 
1 + T"at 

E" = 1 T" 8 . 
-+-
E"oo E" 8t 

The differential equation for internal stresses at presence of creep may be 
most simply derived by use of the elastic-visco-elastic analogy from the equation 
for elastic deformations. If E" and a", (0) n the eq. (26) is interchanged with 
Etl (eq. (28» and a", , which is possible, since the derivative in the numerator 
of E" applies for st:esses and in the nominator for deformations (while in the 
eq. (25) this replacement would not be possible), we arrive, after modifications 
and substitution of a",,,(O) from (26), at the following differential equation of 
first order: 

(2. 9) 8a.,,,(t) + 1 + E,/,/E"oo/" a (t) = a (0) T" -. -- I + E J./E I "'" "',,' 8t " pJ" 

In contradistinction to (25) and (26), the module E", as well as E"oo and T" apply 
here for the steady temperature To + LI T after the initial change. . . 

There is obvious that for t -+ 00 a steady state takes place, i. e.lim 8a", f8t = 
'-+00 11 

= O. Limiting the eq. (26), we find an expression for the final value of internal 
stress 

(30) 

The final stress a., (00) in glass fibres may be determined from (6) and the final 
strain e,,(oo) and t~e corresponding coefficient iico from the first equation (~4). 

7. Discussion of thermal, effects 

For the purpose of numerical discussion let us consider a laminate with 
25 % of weight of glass fibres in the d,irection oX, at which/,,/J, = 7. For Ot" = 

14 

= 98 . 10-8 at T = 20 ·C and E" = 35 000 kp/cmz, we determine from (25)' 
n = 3,03 and (i = 29 . 10-8 ·C. For IX" = 120. 10-8 °C at 40 °C and E = 
= 25000 kp/cmz we ascertain « = 29. 10-8 ·C. For a laminate reinforced by 
a fibre glass fabric with 25 % of weight of glass in each direction, there has been 
observed at experiments (i = 12. 10-8 ·C, constantly from -20 ·C to 40 ·C [4]. 
The difference of the computed and observed values is, however, not surprising 
if we are aware that the transverse fibres of a fabric reduce ~ssentially the thermal 
deformation of a resin and enlarge the effective module E". Assuming at 20 ·C 
zero internal stresses in a laminate, then the average stresses in fibres and in 
a resin, corresponding to the observed value i = 12. 10-8 °C at the temperature 
-10 ·C according to (24) and (6) are a", = 7 . 105(12- 6) . 10-8(-10 - 20) = 
= -126 kp/cm' and a", = 126/7 = 1§ kp/cm2• If the temperature is increased 
from 20 ·C to 50··C, wi determine the same values with an opposite sign which 
is not surprising because the module E" reduces while IX" raises at an increase of 

temperature beyond 20 ~C. Assuming E" = 33000 kp/cm2
, E"oo = i E" these 

initial values are reduced by creep at the low temperature according to (30) 
approximately to 0,676 a",,,(O), at the high temperatures still more. We can thus 
conclude that the average internal thermal stress in a resin of fibre gla~s plastics 
is about 10 kp/cm2• The maximum local stress concentration is, however, still 
higher. Just at the surface of transversal fibres, the internal stress in resin at 
a change of temperature from 10·C to -10°C (average a" = 76 . 10-8 ·C) 
can reach the value (76 - 6) . 10-8 • 33000 = 70 kp/cm2• 

8.' Conclusions 

1. The theoretical viscoelastic analysis based on timevariant Boltzmann's 
model for creep of resin has shown that the internal stresses in fibre glass re
inforced plastics do not reach considerable values, as it has been often supposed, 
but are rather small and agree with the value about 1 kp/cm2 obtained by dis
cussion of certain experiments. Therefore, in the analysis of strength and of life 
time, these stresses need not to be accounted for. 

2. The rate of increase of the module of elasticity, viscosity constant etc. of 
a resin during the polymerization process is many times smaller than the rate 
of shrinkage. The shrinkage of a resin is affected from the most part already in 
the initial period of polymerization when the resin is still more liquid than rigid. 
This is an intuitive explanation of a small value of internal stresses caused by 
shrinkage. 

3. The glass fibres subjected at shrinkage to compressive stress buckle 
considerablY'in transverse direction, the form of their waves becomes higher, 
particularly in the initial period of polymerization. . 

4. Internal stresses produced by thermal deformations are of greater im
portance. Assuming a change of temperature 30 ·C they have the average values 
about 10 kpfcm2 in a resin, the local stress concentrations reaching about 
70 kp/cm2• They are reduced with time by creep. . 
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SUMMARY 

o '. las' 0 __ \ • f the internal stresses in reinforced 
In the present paper a theoreucal \'JSCOC ~c a .... ysls 0 b.rinka at I Coo 

plastics, especially in fibreglass plastics ~nd also resl! '::nc;e~~; :~~_~ rclati~ at~: of 
rization. as weIl as b>: th~l ~efo~uonB' ::~'::n's (sw",dard) model, the e1emenu of which have 
resin dur!ng pol~er1Z8uon a orne Y!lrlllJ!t 0 nstant has been used. Formulae for calculating the 
time variable spnng constant or \'JSCOSlll' co .' bee d . d 
internal '~resses ~d shrinka

wel
' I,e of rei~orced 1~~uPc;e:;:s cx:er::~ with resin concretes. have 

This analysis, as as certain resu It ( • d need therefore not 
shown that the intern~ st~ses. in resin are ~ther small, ·~=dl uk ~. ~imultancoualY it was 
to-be taken into cons~derauon '; :. ~cula~~eO~;~~ll' constant etc, of a resin during poly
fou~d ~t ~e rate o~ IOcrea~~ ctha ua:e s:.cc~f 'shrinkage, i. c. the increase of mecha~cal para
mer1Z8uon IS ID8DY umes s er n h '_1.._ I uence of compresSIve stress 
meters is effected from the .most p~ later than s n'd:e~:n CO:Cpe~y in the initial period of 
the glass fibres buckle conSiderably 10 the transverse e , 

shrim<;:e~ntradistinction to this, the thcrmal stresses ar~ of gra:~r1~i::n:~:~~~~c::!~ 
a change of temperature 30 PC, with local atress conccntraUons up . 
effect with respect to creep arc presented. ' 

VNlTA.Nt PNUTI' VE VYZTVtENtCH PLASTJCKtCH HMOTAcu:. ZP"OSOB~ 
SMRS"fovANiM PRYSKVAICB A TBPBLNtMl DBFORMACBMI 

(Resume) 

lng. zoBNBK p. BAUNT, CSc. 

Stavebnl u.tav CVUT v praze 

V Banku je provedeno teorcticke visltoelasticke feAenJ vni~ch.pnud ve vyztukntch ~ 
ktch hmotach, zvIllAti! ve skelntch Iamin8tech a tei plastbetonech, Jei JSOU Z;p6s0bena::yP1 'Ityfice 
smrlitov4nJm a tepe\ntmi deformacemi. Pro vztah na~ a def~rmaee pfi do~ prys moe 
bo!hem polymerace ie uvaiovan BoltzmaDlluv (norm4lnl) model, I~~ky.=~:~ ~:St&U 
~ve konstanll' a konstanll' visltosill'. JIOU odvozeny vzorce pro. z.,......· VJl1 

plasti~!! ~':!;r, scejni! jako vtsle~ jisrtc~ starlfch ~!,S6 't:~~~' p~~~!e;:'::: 
pnud v prysltyfici jsou znatne ma\4, aSl 1 kp/cm ,a nemu l' pro u . konstan visltosill' 
a tivotnJ doby. Ziroven bylo zjilci!no, Ie rychlost vzr6stu m~uld p~OIU~(Ov4nJll' ti vzr6st 
acd. U pryskyiiee b~hem polymerisace je mnohonBsobno! men n ry oat a • • 
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mcchanicktch pararnetr6 Ie dije pozdEjl net ImrltoV"'!. V d6sledku tlakovtch napo!d vl4kna vy
bobJjJ v pllsno!m smo!ru, zv/alto! v pobItefnfm Itadiu smciiov4nJ. 

Na routll ad toho tepeln4 napo!tI mail znaa,o! vt!IAI hadnoll', kolem 10lcp/cm' pfl zmo!no! 
teploll' 30 "C. s 101c4lnJmj koneentraeemi napo!ll at do 70 kp/cm' . Jsou advozeny """oree pro jejich 
vliv • ohledem na dotvarovanJ. 

Obr. 1. Boltzmann6v rheologickt model pro dotvarovanJ pryskyfiee. 
Obr.2. Kfivky dot\'lll"OV4nf pryskyfice pii konstantnlm napo!d, zavedeno! v r6zntch okamficlch poly-
merizace. 0 

Obr. 3. Scho!ms pro vtpOCet UBnku smrIt&U pryskyfiee. 
Obr. 4. Pr6bBl amcito!nJ a vzr6at mechanicktch kODSlant pryskyfiee bo!hem polymerlzace. 
Obr. 5. Zvln&U a vyoooovanJ Ikelntch v/aken bo!hem polymerizaee. 
Obr •. 6. Schema pro vtpOCet lilink6 ZIMny teploll'. 

DIlYTI'Ellllf.lE IIAlIrmlmlUUJ D AI'AII ... OIIAIllIr.JX JlJIA(:TAIA(:(:AX, 
IJhlablllAEiUf.lE YCAJlHOIt CAIOJI ... If 1'1~AIIIIWA'n'I·II ... AIII 

J'I~'l»Ol'AIAI '"111\111 

(PeaIOMe) 

3.IJ.EHEII n. BAIKAIIT·) 

B CTaTl,e npHBO)l.lITCII Tec)peTH'IeCIIOe OlfcHoaoynpyroCTlloe peUlcuHe 811)1.1I'IH 
BllyrpeHIIHx IIl1l1pJIlHellHIl 0 apampooamlLix nJlaCTMIICcax, II 'IUCTlfOl.'TH, II CTCIIJllIU
HLiX C.lJolICTLIX JUIIlCTHllax, a TaHlIIC 0 n.llaCT OeTOl/aX, owal~lIaCMI~X 1I0JIIIMCPH-
8aUHOIIII01L ycaj(lIoll H TeMRepaTypUWMH Ac410PMIlIlHIlMII. HJIIl IIwpamCIIHII 1.'II/13H 
MemAY lIanpRmellHeM H p,elJlopMIII(IICIL IIpK YCIIJ\HC CMO.llLl II TC'ICHHe 1I0.lliUICPH31l1llfH 
npH.,elllleTCII (1I0pMant,uan) MoAeJIL BOJII>II .. allll, 3nCMCI/TLI IIOTOl'o/l HMCIOT IIcpcalCU
UWC 00 opCMeUH 1I0CTOIIIIIILle y"pyroCTH H 1I0CTOIIIIIILlC OIl:JIIOC1·H. Buml ULlIICIICIiLi 
41opMY.llLl I(JIII paC'ICTa ollyrpellllHx uallplllllellllil H YCIII\IIII IIJIIICTMacc. 

HaCTolIlIlHIL allanHa, paollo I(all H pcayJII,TIITI~ onpCllenClJIlLlX oonce CTapLlX 
HCIILlTIIUIIIl c un aCT OeTOlIlIMK UOICaallJI, 'ITo OU)'TpeIllUlC Illlllllllillellllll 0 CMOJle 
oeCLMa Ma.llLl npHMepuo 1 ICU/CM' H 1I0aToMY UJIH OllpClleJICllIIU UPO'IIIOCTIl H nom'o
Oe'lIlOCTH HMH MO)KIIO IIpellcOpe'lb. OAllollJleMCllllO OI~JlO YCTUIlUIIJ1CIIO, 'ITO CllollOCTL 
ooapaCTauHII MOllYJIII ynpyroCTII, HOIICTIiUTU °1l1l3HOCTH II T. n. IIJIII CMOJILI II TC'ICUIfIl 
nO.lllfMepHaaUHH PO Mlloro paa MeHLUle CIIOJlOCTII YCIIIUIII, T. C. 'ITO ooapUCTlIIlIIC MCXU
IIH'IeCHIIX lIupaMeTJlOIl OCYIU!CTO.lllleTCIl noalllC YCllnHIf. n pcaym.l'UTC IIII11PIJIIICIlIfII 
npll cmOTHH 01111 00llIlPYH-H IIlIOT allll'lHTeJlbllLlil oollllllOll IIJlorliO 11 1I0nCpC'IIIOM 1111-
npuoneUHH, B 'IOCTlloCTII, B IIU'IaJJLlfo/l "'T8JIIIH YC8n1m. 

B oTJlH'I1I6 OT Moro TCMncpaTypIII~C IIonlllUIICllllfi X8J1I1I1TeJlHaYIOTCII rOJlllano 
. 60JlLWlfMH BeJIH'IHH8MH npHMcplIO to ICII/UM' nJlH HaJlfCUClII1II TCMIICPIITYllLi :IO"C 

C MeCTIIWMH lIolluellTpUIlHflMIl H8nplf)f(ellllll Bn.llOT" AO 70 lUI/liM'. BLlJIII IIb1UCnCIiLi 
4lopMynLl AJJII onpeAeJICIfHfI HX onHflIIHfI C Y'leTOM yClllllm. 

TeKeT... K p"eYIIKUM 

~n~. 'JlOrH'IeCHall MOj(eJlb BO.llbllMUlla nJ11I YCIiAlm CMO.llLl. 
PIIC. 2. HpllBue yCIUl.HH CHonLi npH 1I0CTOflllllOM 1l1l1l11l1ll(CIlIIII, IIpHJIOrOCMoM B P03-
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nOJlIIMepllaOl\IIH. 0 • 

PHil. 5. BO.lllIlICToCTL H !lOHoDoll nporH6 CTeIC.IIlIlIlIUX OOJlOllolI B Tclfelflle nO.llIlMeplf
a81(HII. 
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